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Forget Mad Men. Today’s marketers are more likely to 

be math men and women. They plumb the depths of 

Big Data with advanced analytical tools. They buy and 

use dazzling new software—some spend more on 

technology in a given year than their companies’ IT de-

partments. They are hot on the trail of marketing’s holy 

grail, the ability to measure return on investment 

(ROI) on every campaign.

These are laudable pursuits, up to a point. The trou-

ble comes when marketers mistake the algorithm 

for the person. Humans, after all, are pesky crea-

tures. We make decisions with our hearts as well as 

our heads. Our wants and needs can’t always be re-

duced to, or predicted by, data. Great marketers have 

always known this, which is why they work hard to 

build an emotional bond with the customers they 

are targeting. They tell compelling stories about 

their brands through memorable messages and in-

delible images. At its best, this kind of marketing 

pops and dazzles, like magic. Marketing that ignores 

the magic and relies on math and science alone will 

be marketing that doesn’t work.

So there’s a challenge here. Today’s marketers can’t 

succeed without the new technological and analytic 

tools; the tools offer insights that simply weren’t 

available in the past. But marketers also need a ho-

listic view of the people they are trying to reach, in 

order to forge emotional connections. The two ap-

proaches—math and magic, to use shorthand—in-

volve different skill sets and ways of thinking. Can 

they be combined? 

We think they can, because a handful of leading com-

panies are already assembling the ingredients of just 

such a combination. These companies focus relent-

lessly on their marketing priorities and their target cus-

tomers, never getting sidetracked. To implement the 

priorities, however, they are heading down new paths. 

They fi gure out how to integrate the torrents of data 

into a single overarching view of the customer. They 

view marketing not through the usual categories—

channels, media and so on—but through the om-

nichannel perspective of consumers. Instead of relying 

on what happened last year, they run sophisticated 

tests to determine what will be most effective in the 

future. (After all, what works with one person won’t 

necessarily work with another.) They continue to tell 

stories about their brand and to connect with consum-

ers’ hearts as well as heads, but they do so in new ways. 

Contrary to the inclination of many marketers, more-

over, they do not put measurement of ROI at the top of 

their agenda. When they can’t measure the ROI of an 

innovative effort, they are willing to let instinct guide 

their efforts—at least for a while.  

Today’s marketers can’t succeed without 
the new technological and analytic tools; 
the tools offer insights that simply weren’t 
available in the past. But marketers also 
need a holistic view of the people they 
are trying to reach, in order to 
forge emotional connections. 

In a survey of marketers at 436 companies in the US 

and Canada, we compared the leaders—those who 

were increasing sales and market share—to the lag-

gards, who were losing sales and share. The leaders 

were three times as likely to use data in their decisions. 

And they were twice as likely to own their own creative 

capabilities, the ultimate source of great stories and 

memorable messages (see  infographic on page  2). 
Let’s look more closely at the central elements of their 

math-plus-magic approach, and how these marketers 

use it to stay connected to customers. 

1. A single smart view of the customer

Most major companies these days have access to 

large quantities of information about their custom-

ers. Marketers can capture and analyze sales patterns 

in ever-greater detail. They can track someone’s loca-
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It pays to be a marketing leader

Average increase 
in market share

10%
Average annual 

sales growth

10%
More than

What marketing leaders do better than their peers

SPEND ON DIGITAL
2X more of their marketing dollars goes to digital vehicles
2X less goes to TV

$
$ $

TEST AND LEARN
3X more likely to use test results to change campaign spending

MAKE BETTER DECISIONS FASTER
3X more likely to use data to make decisions
2.5X faster in making decisions

OWN THE MAGIC
2X more likely to own creative activities to steer the brand

INVEST IN TALENT AND TOOLS
50% more likely to have the right digital marketing 
expertise in�house
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tions and transaction histories. They can draw on 

new sources of information, such as what people are 

saying about the company on social media. Because 

data fl ows into a company in real time, they can see 

what their customers are up to right now. In nearly 

every case, however, this data sits in different plac-

es—a company’s legacy CRM systems, its loyalty pro-

gram databases, new cloud-based applications, third-

party servers—and can be hard to access. Sometimes 

marketers must wait in line to get the data they need 

served up to them by IT. 

Suppose that all data could be integrated into a sin-

gle overall view of each customer. Suppose the re-

cords could be updated immediately, with every ad-

ditional transaction or piece of information 

instantly accessible to anyone using the system. A 

company would get a remarkably full and intelli-

gent view of its customers. When a customer calls a 

company, call-center reps can see what she called 

about before. But the rep won’t know what she has 

purchased through other channels, whether she has 

returned merchandise to a store or what she has 

said about the company on social media. If the rep 

could see all that, it would make for a much more 

productive service engagement.

The fi rst step toward a single smart view is always or-

ganizational, and involves ending the traditional turf 

wars between marketing, IT and other functions. Peo-

ple from each group need to come together to share 

priorities and develop an overall plan. Some compa-

nies have created the new position of chief marketing 

technology offi cer to oversee the collaboration. Others 

stick with the existing org chart but make changes to 

their operating model so that the functions work to-

gether rather than at cross purposes. They typically ex-

pect IT to become more of a business partner, develop-

ing a joint roadmap and investment plan with 

marketing as part of the annual resource planning cy-

cle. They then hold the two functions jointly account-

able for delivering on the plan. 

The next step is creating the new integrated cus-

tomer records, a process that generally goes by the 

name of master data management (MDM). An 

MDM system sits on top of existing databases, cap-

turing everything from store traffic patterns and 

online behavior to comments on social media. Ev-

ery interaction enters the system in real time, and 

users of the system can tap into it from wherever 

they happen to be. 

While no company has developed a complete MDM 

system, some are getting closer. Consider Hilton 

Hotels’ extensive use of data. After a guest stays at a 

Hilton in Houston on business, he browses the Hil-

ton website to explore a week-long vacation stay at a 

Hilton in Paris. When he calls central reservations 

with questions, the call center representative will 

thank him for the recent stay and recognize that he 

was reviewing Paris hotels on the website. Hilton’s 

automated system connects the guest stay history, 

web browsing and call data, third-party information 

that the guest splits spending between Hilton and 

Starwood, and projected occupancy data for Paris 

properties. Data management thus allows Hilton to 

improve its cross-selling, balance occupancy across 

properties and make the process faster and more 

convenient for the guest.

None of this is easy. Companies need to crawl before 

they can run, starting small and building from there. 

The objective is to discover previously unknown in-

sights, and that often requires many hit-or-miss at-

tempts. Moreover, it’s essential not to let the perfect be 

the enemy of the good. Companies often have hun-

dreds or even thousands of databases, some of them 

built many years ago. Integrating them all into a single 

MDM solution tends to be cost prohibitive. Instead, 

savvy marketers focus on the handful that matter most 

and concentrate their resources there. 

Liquor company Rémy Cointreau’s marketers, for 

example, didn’t wait for a full-scale MDM system. 

Instead, they decided to act on what they could access 

themselves. Social media data helped them know not 

only what people were saying but where they were im-

bibing—and that, in turn, helped the company target 

brands to particular bars with better accuracy.
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Other companies have developed more complex digi-

tal-physical magic. The Chinese cosmetics company 

Jahwa provides reps on the sales fl oor with mobile 

devices that can tap into an integrated database. 

When the rep puts in the name of the customer she’s 

serving, the device provides data and recommenda-

tions tailored specifi cally to that customer—similar to 

the recommendation engine that consumers now ex-

perience on many digital sites. 

This logic applies in business-to-business markets as 

well. A large machinery manufacturer automatically 

collects electronic data about end users and product us-

age. That lets the company’s marketers understand the 

needs of highly specifi c groups of buyers and design 

appropriate offers. 

Virtually every product or service these days, from 

hotel stays to earth-moving machinery, combines 

digital and physical elements, although Digical inno-

vations will hit some industries harder and faster 

than others. That’s critical to the new math-and-mag-

ic marketing because it allows marketers to not just 

create seamless, personalized experiences but also to 

do what digital-native companies have always done: 

test, learn, adapt and test again.

3. Relentless testing and learning

Digital marketers at companies such as Netfl ix and 

Amazon constantly experiment with offers, pricing 

strategies, website design elements and countless oth-

er variables. Continuous testing infuses marketing 

with a dynamic element, allowing marketers to learn 

more every day about their customers’ priorities and 

behavior. It also creates an environment in which ex-

perimentation and innovation are the norm. A smart 

view of the customer augmented and refreshed by 

Digical experiences enables physical-world marketers 

to do nearly as much testing and learning as their on-

line counterparts. Instead of depending on historical 

data, they can create future-oriented hypotheses. They 

no longer have to bet heavily on one set of messages 

because they are essentially transforming traditional 

one-way marketing communication with customers 

2. Digical® experiences—and Digical marketing

Companies now provide all sorts of what Bain calls 

Digical experiences—products or services that com-

bine digital and physical elements and thereby create 

new sources of value for the business. Google’s Inter-

net-connected Nest thermostat and similar devices re-

shape the experience of maintaining a home. Disney’s 

MyMagic+ system transforms the experience of visit-

ing one of the company’s theme parks. Retail shop-

ping, in particular, is undergoing a Digical transforma-

tion, as consumers move seamlessly from online 

shopping to physical shopping and back again. 

Digical marketers use new sources of information to 

learn what annoys customers and what delights them. 

Building on their unifi ed data fi les, they create consis-

tent messages and experiences for customers across 

every platform. They use digital data to enhance the 

physical experience and vice versa, and they adapt 

quickly to changes in customer behaviors and prefer-

ences. Of course, they also augment the master fi le 

continuously with each new customer interaction. 

A smart view of the customer augmented 
and refreshed by Digical experiences 
enables physical-world marketers to do 
nearly as much testing and learning as 
their online counterparts. They can create 
future-oriented hypotheses.

The result is a kind of digital magic, because experi-

ences like these make customers feel that the company 

knows what they want and helps them fi nd it. Some-

times the magic is simple. The grocery chain Weg-

mans, for instance, created a mobile app that lets con-

sumers select a recipe at home. The app then adds the 

ingredients to the customer’s shopping list and pro-

vides a route through the store layout. 
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Using this real-time feedback, it continually refreshed 

the messages and incentives to lift response rates. 

Intensive testing and learning can put a strain on com-

panies that don’t prepare for it through extensive col-

laboration among functions. It may require more 

training and support, so that operations and customer-

service reps can manage a wider variety of interactions. 

And it requires a company to act quickly to capitalize 

on the fl ow of new information. Companies should 

start small and work up, gaining experience as they go. 

Clear fi nancial thresholds such as profi tability targets 

can speed up decision making and enable marketers to 

develop a repeatable test-and-learn model over time. 

4. Realism about ROI

Today’s math-driven environment has awakened mar-

keters’ inner CFO. At last, the thinking runs, we can 

fi nally track the ROI of every initiative and campaign. We 

will know exactly what the payoff of our efforts will be. 

Real CFOs echo this belief, and pressure marketers to 

into two-way communication. When they listen to what 

customers tell them, they can respond accordingly. 

Multivariate testing, moreover, extends the power of ex-

perimentation beyond the traditional A/B “champion 

and challenger” test. This technique, called experimen-

tal design, allows marketers to test dozens or even hun-

dreds of combinations of offers, messages and prod-

ucts. It can be used in direct-mail and email campaigns, 

advertising and call-center, and customer-experience 

programs (see  Figure 1). It typically improves both 

response rates and conversions, and it speeds learning 

by testing many variables simultaneously. 

A major US communications provider, for example, 

tested 17 variables (offers, messages, calls to action and 

so on) in 12 different combinations (see  Figure 2). 

The best of these returned fi ve times the response rate 

and from two to three times the sales conversion rates 

of the company’s top existing offers. The marketing 

team was able to track results beginning just a few days 

after launch, and it could monitor response fatigue. 

Figure 1: Experimental design can be used to improve response rates and conversions in a variety of digital 
and physical campaigns 

Web

Email

Television

Physical
retail

Service
operations

Direct
mail

Source: Bain & Company

• Test: Tested changes to call-center performance metrics, 
including elimination of average hold-time metric

• Results: 43% increase in service quality

• Test: Movie-affinity algorithm used to test DVD product 
planogram in retail stores

• Results: 500% lift in cross-sell of older titles, prompting 
widespread rollout across retailers

• Test: National test of several 
media-mix allocations 

• Results: $20 million incremental profit 
annually (10% savings in TV ad 
spending, customer lift); tests beat the 
marketing-mix model

• Test: Series of experimental design tests (format, messaging, 
offer) targeting a specific customer objective (acquisition, 
retention, upsell, cross-sell)

• Results: Range of 200% to 400% lift in response rate; 
deep insight into demand drivers

• Test: Dozens of variables and hundreds of combinations 
in two email marketing tests

• Results: 10%–50% improvement vs. the control; prior A/B 
tests had never exceeded the control

• Test: Series of multivariate and A/B tests 
(landing page, offer, messaging, call to action)

• Results: 200,000 additional customer orders
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sible for us yet when it comes to social media—but a 

big part of my job is getting us to a place where we 

can measure everything.”

Marketers who had moved past the testing phase and 

were spending more than 20% of their digital budget on 

paid ads in social media—the “believers”—took a differ-

ent approach. Effectiveness of communication was still 

the most important criteria for this group, but they as-

sessed effectiveness differently, by volume of leads and 

actions or reach of a targeted audience. One of these 

marketers told us, “The goal is to use all the different 

types of digital and social media to complement each 

other, but that’s only really possible if you have a great 

story to tell.... You want a medium that is effective for 

communicating that story to the right and, hopefully, 

large audience. Getting hung up on ROI doesn’t allow 

us to tell that story.” 

In fact, the companies in this second group scored 

ROI next to last in importance. While these market-

ers also wanted to see the data and results that gave 

gauge the fi nancial effects of their every move, espe-

cially as the scale of spending on marketing technol-

ogy grows sharply. Trouble is, the marketing world it-

self is changing rapidly and many new opportunities 

don’t lend themselves to easy ROI calculations. The 

leaders, we have found, recognize that it is just as im-

portant to experiment as it is to hold themselves to 

strict ROI requirements.

So what do these marketing leaders do? How can they 

justify spending on campaigns and channels where 

they can’t measure the impact?  

Let’s take an example from social media. In Bain’s 

2014 survey of 609 marketers who were spending on 

social media, we found that for those we identifi ed as 

“dabblers”—companies spending less than 20% of 

their digital budget on social media advertising—

ROI was the most important criteria for deciding 

where to spend (see  Figure 3). As one respondent 

said, “Data, numbers and ROI are not nearly as pos-

Figure 2: Experimental design tested almost 500 combinations of variables

Variable

Source: Bain & Company

Levels

Special offer

Offer B

My services

After short delay

“Learn more”
Leads to landing page

Incentive 2

Product benefits

Offer choice

After long delay

“Explore this deal”
Leads to landing page

Incentive 3

Ease of switching 

Offer A

Account overview

Immediately

“Add to cart”
Leads to cart

Incentive 1

Message platforms

Offers

Interstitial locations

Interstitial timing

Buy flow

Incentive

1

2

3

4

5

6
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Three things you can start tomorrow 

Marketing has become complex, sometimes over-

whelming. Marketers must fi nd their way through 

many new technologies and opportunities. But the 

leaders seem to maintain level heads in the midst of 

all this activity. They use the new technologies, and 

indeed even expand on them, through MDM and 

other methods. They capitalize on the opportunities 

provided by Digical products and services, such as 

the ability to test and learn quickly and comprehen-

sively. And they avoid a rigid focus on ROI lest it 

hold them back. Distilling their approach into three 

things that other companies can act on, the list 

might look like the following:

1. Paint a holistic picture of the customer. Data analyt-

ics are powerful and can generate highly useful in-

sights. But bits of data alone do not describe the 

people who are customers. Work on integrating your 

data so that you can assemble it into a more com-

plete portrait. Supplement the data with human in-

teraction, including direct customer feedback.

them confidence that their spending was produc-

tive, they were less focused on the calculation of 

true ROI. Looking at the full picture, including 

metrics other than ROI, made them comfortable 

with increased spending on emerging plat-

forms. Testing marketers, stuck in the data, tended 

to keep spending the same.

“Getting beyond ROI,” as it’s commonly known, re-

mains a critical part of effective marketing. Most mar-

keters can’t know all of the actions that customers take 

on their journey through a company’s marketing. Even 

direct-response marketers don’t know for certain 

whether the response to an ad stemmed from the ad 

itself or from the fact that a friend happened to recom-

mend the product earlier that day. While we under-

stand the pressures on marketers—increased demand 

for spending effi ciency, growing tech budgets and an 

endless supply of data to analyze—the most effective 

marketers complement their quest for ROI with a sim-

ilar commitment to marketing magic.  

Figure 3: “Dabblers” focus on ROI from digital ads, while more mature buyers have broader goals
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3. Stay nimble—and be bold. In fast-changing mar-

kets, you can be the fi rst to try something new. The 

“learn” in “test and learn” means being able to dis-

card what isn’t working and devise more effective 

efforts. New opportunities are often untried, and 

only the fast and fearless will be able to take advan-

tage of these opportunities.

The marketing world of Mad Men was entertaining, 

but it’s gone forever. The new world of math-and-mag-

ic marketing is at least as interesting—and is proving 

to be a great deal more effective. 

2. Encourage emotions. Marketing has become a 

two-way street, with customers talking back to 

companies through Facebook, Twitter and many 

other channels. Much of this communication 

will be emotional. Do they love you? Hate you? 

Why? These are valuable insights. But you can’t 

respond to emotions purely with tweaks to your 

offers—you need some magic, a mix of the unex-

pected with the occasional “Wow!” It isn’t 

enough to rely on the math.

Digical® is a registered trademark of Bain & Company, Inc.
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